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THE DOCUMENTARY
A provocative exploration of the true potential of the
humanmind.

Format: Feature Documentary
Duration: 115mn

TRAILER: https://youtu.be/DKaVAfAJseQ

SUPERHUMAN: The Invisible Made Visible is based on the jaw-dropping
experiences of individuals with extra-sensory powers that seem to defy
the laws of physics known toman today. Producer and host CarolineCory,
who has her own extensive experience in the field of Consciousness
Studies and Extra Sensory Perception, takes the viewers on an
extraordinary journey to achieve tangible and measurable proof of these
seemingly miraculous phenomena. Through a series of groundbreaking
on-camera scientific experiments, viewerswill find themselves connecting
the dots about the true natures of their own consciousness, the relation
between mind and matter and discover whether they live in a simulated
matrix or if they can have control over their physical reality and create a
fulfilling human experience. The film ultimately shows that once the
invisible worlds are made visible, this attained higher awareness will
transform humans into superhumans.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKaVAfAJseQ&feature=youtu.be


WHATPEOPLEARESAYING

" EyeOpener! This Film encompasses
the new reality that is emerging all
around us, a reality where we are
reconnected to our true potential as
human beings, revealingmany of our
birthright abilities such as TELEKINESIS,
REMOTEVIEWING, and showing solid
evidence that everyone can do it.
This Film also opens up the possibility to
start acting on it and actually start to
develop these inherent abilities for the
benefit of humanity. "
Diego A,Mexico

"This was an incredibly powerful film.
I've beenmeditating for years and it's so
exciting to see some of the things I've
worked on throughmeditation being
studied in a scientific waywith such
amazing results. I'm so excited for more
people to see this film and experience
what we as humans are capable of here
on Earth! "
Sahar.N, France

"Absolutely amazing film. Thank you so
much for this gift. "
Richard.P, New Jersey

"Finally a production that proves and
shows our abilities to improve and
expand our consciousness for the
creation of a wonderful earth! Thank
you! "
Rosa T, TheNetherlands

"It was amazing to see that so many
skills that I only read about as an
imagined possibilty, now this is reality.
It's a delight to watch ordinary people
(and not just new genereation kids)
using these techniques.
Thanks a lot for showing us a new
perspective of our world! "
Andrea G, Italy

"This movie is a great example of what
we as humans are capable of. It
empowers to create a complete new
future, that is fun, healthy and free.
Thank you somuch for yourWork
Caroline and team. I LOVE it!! "
Linda T, TheNetherlands

"The filmwas presented in a scientific
way, which is appealing tomymind. It
became clear that our mind hasmany
untapped abilities."
Joel.A, Colorado

"I love the film, so thought provoking. "
Kath.C, Scotland

"Caroline Cory’s latest documentary
film, Superhuman: The Invisible made
Visible, illuminates our human potential
beyondwhat many people consider
normal. Caroline presents scientific
evidence of our capacity to focus our
consciousness to impact thematerial
world. We can access information
through telepathy and extrasensory
perception. We can transmit energy
through our thoughts and intention.
The film is entertaining, educational and
professionally produced. "
WendyVO, California



NINE TIME AWARD
WINNING FILM

Caroline Cory is an award-winning filmmaker, futurist and the
visionary author of best-selling books onConsciousness and Energy
Medicine, topping the charts of Consciousness Science andmystical
literature.

As a child and throughout her life, Cory has had numerous E.S.P
(extra-sensory) and pre-cognition experiences, which led her to
become deeply connected to existential topics, the study of
Consciousness and the mechanics of the universe. After teaching
Energy Medicine and consciousness work for over a decade, Cory
foundedOmniumMedia, an entertainment andmedia platform that
tackles various thought-provoking topics on the human condition
and the nature of reality.

In addition to writing and producing, Cory continues to lecture
and coach internationally on various mind over matter subjects
and appears regularly as a guest expert on supernatural
phenomena at major conferences and television shows including
The UnXplained with William Shatner and History Channel's
popular series the Ancient Aliens. Among several recent
accomplishments, Cory’s latest film AMONG US has won 9 film
awards and 2 nominations at various festivals around the globe.

AMONGUS

Based on the incredible contact accounts of individuals
from around the world, AMONG US explores the
phenomenon of non-human presence on Earth, from angels
to extraterrestrials, and unveils the many ways they may be
interacting, communicating and transferring subliminal
information into our consciousness and potentially our
DNA. The film ultimately shows that the
interconnectedness of all species may be beneficial and
most likely inevitable for the evolution of an intelligent
universe.

THE PRODUCER, DIRECTOR



COREYFELDMAN

(StandByMe,Gremlins)

MICHAELDORN

(StarTrek: First
Contact, StarTrek:
Insurrection)

ROBEAT PICARDO

(StarTrek:Voyager,
Grey'sAnatomy)

NAOMI GROSSMAN

(ChasingLacey,
AmericanHorrorStory)

THECAST

KARINA SMIRNOFF

(ShallWe
Dance,Dancingwith
theStars)

RACHELE BROOKE
SMITH

(CenterStage2,The
NiceGuys)



Chief Scientist at the Institute of Noetic
Sciences and Associated Distinguished
Professor of Integral and Transpersonal
Psychology at the California Institute of
Integral Studies. He is an author of four
popular books: The Conscious Universe
(1997), EntangledMinds (2006),
Supernormal (2013), and RealMagic
(2018).

For the past 25 years Dr. Rein has pursued
an academic career in biomedical research at
institutions such as Harvard and Stanford
Medical Schools, His bioelectromagnetics
research culminated with a publication in the
prestigious journal Nature.

ALSO FEATURED:

Dr. TomCampbell, PhD. Physicist

Dr. JimGimzewski, PhD. Biophysicist, UCLA
Dr. Don Estes, PhD.Medical Technologist &Neuroscientist

Dr. Eben Alexander, MD. Neurosurgeon, HarvardMedical School
Dr. GeorgeWeissman, PhD. Theoretical Physicist

Dr. MikeWeliky, PhD. Neuroscientist
Major Paul H. Smith, PhD. Philosophy ofMind and Consciousness

THESCIENTISTSANDEXPERTS
RUDOLPH SCHILD, PHDASTROPHYSICIST

DEANRADIN, PHDPARAPSYCHOLOGY LEAD SCIENTIST

GLENREIN, PHDQUANTUMBIOLOGIST

Dr. Schild is one of the leading
astrophysicists at the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center. He has been
active since themid-1960s and
authored or contributed to over 250
science papers.



SCENESFROMTHEFILM



THECREW
DIRECTOROF PHOTOGRAPHY and AUDIO

MIXER

Director of Photography JAYME ROY and
Audio Mixer CHIARA ROY have worked
together in the industry for over 20 years.
They are known for their work on Michael
Moore’s Oscar Nominated film ‘Sicko’. Some
of their other titles include ‘Where to Invade
Next’and ‘Capitalism’.

THE PRODUCERS

Thisproducingduo,JONATHANSTEVEN

GREEN&JAHANARASALEHareknown

fortheirworkon‘Imagine’amultipleaward

winningfilmaswellasOtherMonsters, the

OlympicChannel’sFarfromHomeseries

andNationalGeographic'shighestratedTV

special ‘UnitedSharksofAmerica’.

EDITOR

PrimetimeEmmyNominatededitorTROY

BOGERThaseditedsomeoftheDiscover

Chanel’smostpopularTVshowsincluding

AncientAliens, IceRoadTruckers,AxMen

alongwithseveral featurefilms.
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